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Return of the USCA Nationals!
Spring / Summer 2021 Vol. 54 No. 1

Enjoy exciting scenes throughout this issue from past Nationals! This
2019 photo is courtesy of Shutter Photography by Kelli
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From the Editor:
A new paddling / racing season is once again
upon us, with the good news that many places
have reopened and most races are scheduled to
resume in 2021! Among those races is the very
classic USCA Nationals. Warren, PA has
stepped up to host the 2021 Nationals with a
full schedule of racing. Be sure to mark your
calendars, get your lodging in order, and get
ready to demonstrate your skills “nationally”!
See the registration info in this edition of Canoe
News.
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USCA INSURANCE AVAILABLE
For USCA Club Affiliates, Business Affiliates & Race Sponsors
Having a race or cruise?
Need Liability and Participant Accident Insurance?

Get it from the USCA!
A non-profit organization dedicated to serving its members
Excellent Coverage & Rates Available
For clinics, clubs, river clean-ups, cruises, races, and more
Year round club liability coverage
Join USCA and have access to the USCA Insurance Program
Go to the USCA Website www.uscanoe.com click on
Event Sanctioning & Liability Insurance
Please contact USCA President, Weston Willoughby, for
USCA requirements for an event to be sanctioned

Contact: USCA’s Insurance Program Administrator
Brandi Hallum, Specialty Insurance Consultants
206-535-6332 brandi.hallum@nfp.com
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VIEW FROM THE STERN
USCA PRESIDENT
Hi everyone! I am Weston
Willoughby, the newly elected

Roxanne Barton, as well as Mike

2019 getting my education and cer-

and Rebecca Davis during my time tification as a firefighter and EMT

president of the USCA. I would like at the farm. It was a good oppor-

in Lansing, Michigan, where I was

to make use of my first column in

hosted by another Barton family

tunity to push ourselves and im-

Canoe News to introduce myself to prove our canoe racing abilities
the membership.
I was born and raised in
Grayling, Michigan, which many of
the readers will recognize as home
to one of the larger paddling communities. I grew up watching my
brother and sister race in the
AuSable River Canoe Marathon

connection. Tom and Connie Can-

together. While I was on the farm I non were very generous and alwas also introduced to canoe

lowed me to stay with them while I

camping and different kinds of

completed my education. Staying

canoe races like the Adirondack 90 with them got me involved in many
miler. I came to appreciate spend-

fun adventures, including some

ing time in boats whether it was

cool log jam parties on the Red Ce-

competitively or recreationally.

dar River. After I finished school, I

I have served as a repre-

and I was eventually enlisted to pit sentative on the Michigan Canoe
for them once I was old enough. I

Racing Association (MCRA) board

fed for them as well as some of my

since 2014, where I currently serve

racing friends for several years be-

as timing secretary. I represented

found work in Traverse City, Michigan with Grand Traverse Metro
Fire Department.
I have been working and
living in Traverse City and enjoy-

fore I decided to attempt racing for the MCRA as a delegate to the US-

ing my time here since the winter

myself. I had dabbled in and out of CA for 2 years before I was elected

of 2019. I was elected the new

canoes while I was growing up, but president. Volunteering as a board president of the USCA at the 2021
my first year of serious training

member for the MCRA has given

annual meeting after Rebecca Da-

and racing was 2013. After I fin-

me the opportunity to meet and

vis completed her final term and

ished my first long distance race I

work with some great people and I stepped down as USCA president. I

decided that it was a lot easier to

enjoy being given the chance to

look forward to working with Re-

just race the boat than follow a

contribute to a great canoeing or-

becca and following in her foot-

team down the river as a support

ganization.

steps, and to getting to know the

crew; I haven’t looked back since.
In early 2015 I moved to
Homer, Michigan to work at the

In late 2018 I decided to
pursue a new career, and sadly that
meant that my time at Barton

world famous Barton Farms. I was farms had to come to an end. I
able to train with Bruce and

rest of the USCA membership.

spent the spring and summer of
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Weston Willoughby

FLORIDA TRAINING CAMP 2021
PETER HEED
Photos from the Florida Training Camp 2021!
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New Safety Whistle!
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FREESTYLE: SIDE SLIPS
PAUL KLONOWSKI
To the casual observer, a
side slip is simply magic. A cou-

be from the dock as it slides into

canoe; it moves the canoe diago-

landing position. And for the

nally (Figure 2).

ple of years ago Lynn Dominguez more sporting paddlers, it’s quite
held a FreeStyle Demonstration

fun when playing “Chicken,”

The diagonal travel is created by placing the paddle in the

in the Pool at Canoecopia (a huge where two canoes are moving di- proper location and at the correct
paddle sports trade show), show- rectly toward each other until
angle. The canoe already has foring the basics of how to perform one veers away. Then the other ward momentum, but the correct
several maneuvers and drawing

canoe has to move such that the

paddle placement adds the side-

applause every time. When she

two canoes will not collide… a

ways momentum while the canoe

did a side slip, though, a lot of

real crowd-pleaser!

is still moving forward. Let’s

OOHs and AAHs rumbled
through the crowd… How in the

First of all, the boat has to take a close look at how this is
have momentum. Note that side done.

world do you make a canoe go

slips work in both forward and

forward and sideways at the

reverse directions, but this article

same time???

will only address forward, onside

It’s not magic, really… it’s

side slips, on flat, calm water as a

physics! Side slipping can be a

primer. Also note the canoe

useful skill in daily paddling

needs to be going STRAIGHT!

when, for instance, one wishes to As in, not turning (Figure 1).
maneuver around obstructions in
a river, such as rocks, without

If the canoe is turning or
yawing, even just a little when

turning broadside to the current. the side slip is initiated, the turn
It’s also handy for approaching a will continue. A properly executdock, or making slight adjust-

ed side slip does NOT turn the

ments to how far the canoe is to
FIGURE 1
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One important building
block for side slips is understanding how to place the paddle
in the water in what’s called a
“neutral” position. This is done
by slicing the paddle into the water parallel to the keel line. Also
note the paddler’s torso is rotated a bit, so the paddler is facing
somewhat toward the paddle
(Figure 3).

FIGURE 2

If the canoe is moving for- water neutrally to the placement

From this neutral position

ward, and the paddle is truly neu- location. This takes a bit of prac- it’s time to learn where the paddle should be placed and how the
blade is turned to get the sideslip
moving. For a drawing side slip,
in which the canoe is drawn toward the paddle side, the paddle

FIGURE 3

must be placed near or a bit behind the paddler, and then turned
outward just a little bit so the
tral, the paddle slices through the tice, but is the key to side slips. If leading edge of the blade is slightwater cleanly, neither being

the slice to the neutral orienta-

ly further away from the hull than

pulled toward nor away from the

tion is causing the canoe to turn

the trailing edge (Figure 4).

canoe.

or lose momentum, the paddle
This neutral orientation

Note the angle at which

may be taken out of the water at

the paddle blade is situated: the

can be accomplished from the

the end of the J stroke, moved

blade’s leading (forward) edge

end of a J Stroke, once the canoe

into position, and then re-

points toward the intended direc-

is moving straight forward, by

inserted into the water in the

tion of the sideslip.

slicing the paddle through the

neutral position.

FIGURE 4
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Remember to
keep the paddle
shaft as nearly

FIGURE 5

vertical as you
can, and the
blade angle fairly small, not
more than 15˚.
If the angle is
too great, it will
begin to act as a
brake and disrupt the canoe’s
momentum.
The first few times most

to boat. Only experimentation

tation is very important for this

people try this, the canoe is likely will teach anyone the right com- activity to avoid shoulder injubination of location and angle for ries! Note how much the paddler
to turn one way or the other. The
the paddler and the canoe.
is turned in the illustration above.
key is paddle placement, as deImagine an arrow pointing If the torso isn’t this flexible, the
offside knee should be moved totoward the paddle side, it’s too far straight out of the paddle blade
forward and needs to be placed
face. It should be pointing some- ward the keel line, maybe even to
scribed above. If the canoe turns

further back. If the canoe turns
away from the paddle side, it’s

where between the canoeist’s tail- the on side, to affect this torso
bone and belly button. Torso ro- position. However this may cause

too far back and
needs to be
placed further
forward. There’s
a combination of
FIGURE 6

location and
blade angle that
come into play
for this and it
will vary slightly
from paddler to
paddler and boat
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FIGURE 7

the canoe to be heeled to the on-

A prying side slip causes

turning. Practice, practice, prac-

side, which is not desirable; it

the canoe to move away from the tice…

causes the low side of the hull to

paddle side. The differences be-

create a snowplow effect, in es-

tween a drawing and a prying

slips can be applied as cross ma-

sence trying to push the water in

side slip are the paddle position

neuvers, reverse maneuvers, and

front of it (Figure 5).

and paddle angle, and the direc-

cross reverse maneuvers, but get

By heeling the opposite

tion of the heel. The paddle is

Of course, these same side

the onside forward side slips

way, to the offside, the hull cre-

placed just a bit forward of the

working before you even think of

ates more of a “planing” effect

paddler’s hip, closer to the pad-

the other applications. Remem-

(Figure 6).

dler’s knee, and the leading edge

ber that side slips only work if the

These two illustrations are is angled in, again not more than
views from behind the canoe, as 15 degrees (Figure 7).
it’s moving away from the viewer.

canoe is moving. If you’re on a
river, the canoe must be moving

Once again, note the angle faster than the water. This skill

In the first illustration, the canoe

at which the paddle blade is situ-

is side slipping to the right while

ated: the blade’s leading

is best learned on flat water first.

Tandem side slips take a
heeled to the right, and the steep- (forward) edge points toward the bit of coordination between the
er attitude of the canoe’s hull cre- intended direction of the sideslip. tandem paddlers, but are actually
ates the “snowplow” effect, pushing water in front of the hull. In

Remember that “arrow”
pointing straight out of the pad-

the second illustration, the canoe dle blade face? It still has to be
is also side slipping to the right,
pointed between the paddler’s
but the shallower angle of the hull tailbone and belly button. And it
creates more of a “planing” effect, still takes some experimentation
moving the canoe over the water

to find the right placement posi-

more efficiently.

tion to make it work, without
12

easier—although that’s another
article…

STRENGTH TRAINING
MOLLY TRIFFIN / LIVESTRONG
Official guidelines recommend doing muscle-strengthening activities
at least two times per week. But only
about a quarter of adults meet those
requirements.

But hey, as long as you’re exercising
regularly, does skipping out on
pumping iron actually matter that
much? Is strength training mandatory?

That’s nearly half as many people
who have a regular cardio workout,
according to the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention.

Cardio bunnies, consider this your
wake-up call.

In fact, resistance exercise alone or
in combination with other forms of
physical activity is the ideal training
for improving bone mass in postmenopausal women, middle-aged
men and older adults, according to a
December 2018 review in
Endocrinology and Metabolism.

Why Doing Cardio Alone Isn’t
Enough

Finally, if weight loss is your goal,
you won’t torch nearly as many caloLet’s be clear: We’re not knocking a ries without resistance training, says
A. Brion Gardner, MD, an orthopeheart-pumping aerobic workout,
which is amazing for your health in dic surgeon specializing in sports
so many ways. But if you don’t also medicine at the Centers for Advanced Orthopedics in Manassas,
incorporate resistance work, your
Virginia.
body will pay the price.

“Some people don’t know how to
resistance train and are worried they
might get injured, while others have
an injury or condition that doesn’t
allow them to weight train to a full
capacity,” says Araceli De Leon,
CPT, a certified personal trainer, kinesiologist and spokesperson for the “Your muscles might atrophy — you
will lose muscle mass and endurance
American Council on Exercise.
because you’re not using your mus“In addition, there is a misconcepcles as much,” De Leon says. “Your
tion around weight training among
ligaments and tendons can also
some females, who think they might weaken.”
get too bulky or gain too much musSkipping out on strengthening is also
cle,” she says.
bad for your bones. “Weight training
Another common barrier is “gymputs stress on your bones, which
timidation,” a lack of knowledge
nudges bone-forming cells into acabout how to use weight-lifting
tion,” De Leon says. “If you don’t do
equipment and the intimidation that resistance exercises, your bones may
can come with it. Women, in particu- get weaker and lose some mineral
lar, reported lower comfort using
content.”
gym facilities, including strength
machines and free weights, accord- This is especially important for older
ing to a November 2020 study from adults — primarily those who are
postmenopausal, as the decline in
Penn State University.
estrogen levels leads to bone loss,
increasing your risk of fractures.
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“When you do a 30-minute cardio
session, you are burning calories for
that 30 minutes,” he says. “But a 30minute weight-lifting session will
have you burning calories for the rest
of the day, an effect known as excess
post-exercise oxygen consumption.”
That’s because strength training, by
causing microscopic stress to your
muscles, triggers your body to enter
a recovery state. That muscle recovery uses calories for energy.
Plus, the more lean muscle you have,
the more you’ll increase your basal
metabolic rate, the number of calories you burn each day just to maintain normal biological function.
Muscle is metabolically active,

meaning it burns more calories at
rest than body fat, he says.

But that’s not all — research shows
that women who focus on strengthening their muscles reduce their risk
The Benefits of Strength Training It Will Enhance Your Athletic Perof type 2 diabetes by 30 percent and
formance
cardiovascular disease by 17 percent
Not convinced yet? “There are so
compared with those who don’t
many benefits to resistance training, Runners with a strength-training
even if you already have an aerobic practice significantly improve their strength train, according to a January
program,” De Leon says. “Because
speed and endurance, according to a 2017 study in Medicine & Science in
everything in the body is connected, September 2019 study in the British Sports & Exercise.
having a solid muscular foundation Journal of Medicine. “Increased
The bottom line: Combining strength
is important in the way one’s body
muscle fiber size and contractile
training with aerobic exercise is
moves, heals and interacts with other strength lead to greater physical calinked to an even lower risk of type 2
body systems.”
pacity,” De Leon says.
diabetes, cardiovascular disease and
Just check out all these major payShe explains that her own resistance early death than doing cardio alone.
offs.
workouts have helped her become
It Can Help Boost Your Mood
stronger in other pursuits. “I’m a
You’ll Prevent Injury and Prolong-distance runner, and targeting
According to a June 2018 metamote Healing
my leg, core and glute muscles helps analysis in JAMA Psychiatry, resistance training reduces symptoms
Increasing your strength training vol- me have longer, more successful
of mild to moderate depression.
ume and intensity are associated with runs,” she says.
a reduced risk in sports injury risks,
according to an August 2018 metaanalysis in the British Journal of
Sports Medicine.
A 2017 report from the American
College of Sports Medicine also
shows that following a resistancetraining program is associated with a
lower incidence of stress fractures,
falls and low-back injuries in people
who are physically active.

strengthening the small stabilizers
that keep you erect.”

Her strength-training routine also
allows her to be a more powerful
rock climber, stabilizes her in yoga
practice and prepares her for snowboarding days.

“Resistance training regulates your
blood flow and heart rate, which
clears away brain fog and pumps you
full of feel-good endorphins,” De
Leon says.

You May Reduce Your Risk of
Disease

As you perform new feats of
strength, your mental strength and
confidence will also improve.

A November 2017 study in the
Journal of the American Heart Association found that moderate strength
training (between 100 to 145 minutes
And if you do get hurt? You’ll
per week) is associated with a lower
bounce back more quickly and effiall-cause mortality risk in older
ciently if you’ve been sculpting muswomen.
cles.
In fact, older adults age 65 and over
“Resistance training strengthens your
who followed recommended guidetendons and ligaments, which can
lines to strength train at least twice
help you recover from injuries, like a
per week had 46 percent lower odds
sprained ankle or dislocated shoulof all-cause mortality than those who
der,” De Leon says. “It will also imdidn’t, in a February 2016 study in
prove your balance and posture by
Preventative Medicine.
14

You’ll Reduce Low-Back Pain
A small May 2020 study in BMC
Sports Science, Medicine and Rehabilitation found that people with
lower back pain experienced significantly less discomfort and saw improvements in pain-related disability
when they followed a strengthtraining program. (A randomized
clinical trial looking at this effect is
currently underway.)

De Leon explains that strengthening
your core via resistance work lends
support to your lumbar spine (lower
back), relieving pressure and pain.
Bonus: The study participants also
reported an increase in energy levels.
You Might Sleep Better at Night

Because machines provide more support, they can be a good bet for beginners who haven’t yet honed their
form. “A machine is also great to
work on improving your form and
range of motion after an injury,” De
Leon says.

Building muscle may even improve
shuteye, according to a small May
2015 study in the Journal of Strength
and Conditioning Research, in which
people fell asleep faster and had fewer nighttime awakenings on days
when they engaged in resistance
training.

Free Weights

“To build muscle using body-weight
training, gradually increase the
amount of reps or train until failure
— for example, by doing squats until
you physically can’t do any more,”
De Leon says. “You can also try a
‘time under tension‘ workout, where
you perform each movement very
slowly so that it becomes more difficult.”
So, How Bad Is It Really to Never
Strength Train?
As long as you are still getting an
aerobic workout, you’re not doomed
if you skip pumping iron. “There is
no harm per se in not weight training,” Dr. Gardner says.

Which Kind of Strength Training
Is Best?
There are many different ways to
strength train, but the best modality
for you depends on your abilities,
goals and needs. Here’s the 101.

avoiding the gym during the COVID
-19 pandemic.

Resistance Bands
“These [resistance bands] are cheap
and portable,” De Leon says.
“Although they do increase muscle
size and strength, in the long run,
they will become less challenging.”
To make your strength workouts
more challenging with resistance
bands, you can add them to your
dumbbells or kettlebells.

“Although both machines and free
weights, such as dumbbells and kettlebells, allow you to gain a similar
amount of muscle size and strength,
free weights require more core engagement and activate more muscle
groups than a machine,” De Leon
says. Without the support of a maBody-Weight Exercises
chine to hold you in the proper position, your body is forced to work
“Body-weight workouts use your
harder to maintain your posture.
own weight to provide resistance
against gravity,” De Leon says. The
“As a result, free weights are better
best part is that body-weight exercisfor building muscle long term, comes don’t require any special equippared to a machine that may only be
ment, like weight machines, dumbtargeting specific muscles,” De Leon
bells or even resistance bands. You
says.
can do them anytime, anywhere,
which is especially helpful if you’re
Weight Machines
15

But it’s certainly not ideal. “Over
time, it can lead to adverse health
effects and the loss of fitness gains,”
De Leon says. “People with a
strength-training practice have an
overall greater quality of life.”
Aim to strength train at least twice
per week, and experiment with different types of resistance-training
equipment to help you figure out
what will help you reach your goals.
Because the more you enjoy that activity, the higher the chances you’ll
stick to a routine.
Ultimately, you’ll be better off if you
quit resisting resistance training.
Now drop and give us 20!
Author: Molly Triffin
Source: Live Strong: How Bad Is It
Really to Never Strength Train?

UPCOMING RACES
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WORLD RECORD CHALLENGE
JENN BROWN
May 19, 2021
A team of paddlers has set a
new Guinness World Record
for the fastest time to canoe
the length of the Mississippi
River, completing the quest
in 17 days, 19 hours and 46
minutes.
MMZero, made up of father and
daughter duo Kirk and Casey
Millhone and recognized paddlers Bobby Johnson and Rod
Price, set the record after paddling 24 hours a day for over two
weeks. The successful attempt
means Kirk, aged 62, is now the
oldest person to have completed
the estimated 2,350-mile journey
and hold the record, while daughter Casey, aged 20, is the youngest female to do so.

that she now sees herself as I’ve
seen her for a long time – as an
extraordinary young person who
has abilities beyond imagination.
The world is a better place having
had her in it.”

pace, so losing time to tornados
and high winds was a huge blow.
One night we nearly capsized in a
whirlpool; five inches of water
soaked into my sleeping bag
Casey said: “I was nervous about
while I was resting, and I ended
being a weak link in the team,
with Kirk, Rod and Bobby all hav- To ensure the team could obtain up hypothermic. When the
ing accomplished such amazing
the record, they paddled day and weather conditions cause you to
things. But the further we got
night in nine-hour shifts, taking lose time you realize there’s no
wiggle room at all, but one good
along the river, I realized that I
turns sleeping on the canoe for
was prepared, I was learning, and just three hours at a time. During night can completely turn cirI was getting stronger each day. It the attempt, which began in Lake cumstances around.” Kirk added:
was an amazing feeling to be an
Itasca on April 22nd, they battled “Mother Nature was our biggest
challenge; she is completely indifequal amongst the greatness of
exhaustion, sleep deprivation,
ferent to plans, and we dealt with
these three established paddlers.” hallucinations, and extreme
everything from blizzards to 90Kirk added: “Casey held us toweather conditions. Rod Price
gether throughout this journey,
said: “We measured our success degree heat. Alongside that, we
also had to deal with the grueling
which has made me as proud as I based on how many hours we
physical challenges. You can only
can be. A highlight of this trip is were ahead of the world record
eat so many calories and work
17

hard for so long before your body
starts to feed on itself and you
can’t maintain your strength any
longer.” Rod said: “Riding the
Mississippi River is like Mount
Everest for paddlers. More than
4,000 people have climbed Everest, but I can guarantee that far
fewer than 4,000 people have
paddled the Mississippi, and even
less have tried to paddle it for a

people who were
involved. Every
single person on
our support team
at one time or
another was that
thread that held
things together
to allow us to
keep going.”
Bobby Johnson

MMZero team members Rod Price, Casey Millhone, Kirk
Millhone and Bobby Johnson.

added: “I want to say thank you
to everyone. Every single person
involved in this trip was the reason that we finished it and I
wouldn’t have had this amazing
experience without them. It really
was the adventure of a lifetime.”
To find out more about Team
MMZero, visit mmzero.org/

speed record. It’s a phenomenal
task and you do need to factor
in the danger involved.”
Team MMZero was followed by
a support crew on an RV and
pontoon boat, who provided
food, took care of laundry and
charged equipment during the
journey. Kirk said: “This is not a
world record of four paddlers,
but a world record of a whole
team, including the support
crew and everyone who helped
us along our way. There’s no
way we could have accomplished this without all of the
18

NOTICE
2021 USCA Aluminum Nationals Cancelled
The 2021 Aluminum Nationals in Poplar Bluff Missouri has
been cancelled due to issues with the Federal access boat
ramp at the start and the city park at finish.
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2021 USCA NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS
WARREN, PA
STEVEN HORNEY
2020’s pandemic situation
threw a wrench into the plans of
a lot of people and organizations,
not the least of which was the
USCA and our annual Nationals
races. Thankfully many of the
lockdowns and restrictions are
lifting, but the impacts are still
being felt. Impacts extending
even to our Nationals and this
publication.

offer to host the Nationals in
Lock Haven, PA. Many of us had
fond memories of the last Nationals hosted at Lock Haven, and we
were pleased to have the opportunity to compete. Alas, there
were still some challenges. Jeff
and Amy had to make a number
of modifications to the Nationals
layout to make it “Covid friendly”
in order that local officials would
You may have noticed that bless the meet and give them the
permits for the Nationals. Some
Canoe New is coming out later
than usual and is now a Spring/ of this involved a substantial reduction in youth events and
Summer edition. Most of that
changes to the racing events
has to do with the Nationals coschedule. Thus a debate within
nundrum and the need to place
the Nationals registration infor- the organization ensued over how
mation in this issue. Originally re to deal with these changes, and
-scheduled to 2021 by Newaygo, concerns over attendance with a
MI after being canceled in 2020, reduced schedule.
Newaygo decided they couldn’t
Then Warren stepped in
meet their state’s foreseeable
and offered to host the Nationals
guidelines and still hold the
with a full schedule. Warren has
Nationals in proper form, so they been very supportive of the
deferred to 2022. With no
USCA, having hosted the
Nationals host, the best we were Nationals on a number of occahoping for was going to be the
sions. And while some may
possibility of some day racing in lament not having the opportunithat area.
ty to race someplace new, many
of us are thankful for Warren’s
Then Jeff and Amy
Rankinen came through with an supportiveness and willingness to
20

step in during a particularly challenging year to put on a full
Nationals event. Put to a vote, the
delegates decided to take up
Warren’s offer and shift the
Nationals back to Warren.
So after many delays and
reroutes, we finally have a settled
Nationals event for 2021! Many,
many thanks to the Rankinens
for all the work they put into
planning the Nationals at the last
minute and trying to work
around Covid restrictions, and
many, many thanks to Warren
for being willing and able to step
in and offer a full event when it
wasn’t going to be possible at
Lock Haven. Also many thanks to
the USCA executive board for the
long hours they put in working
through the challenges of finding
a host for the 2021 USCA Nationals.
So come out of hiding this
year and once again enjoy some
hard-core competition and fullon racing at the USCA Nationals!
Let’s make it the best ever!
Steve
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NOTICE TO 2019 TROPHY RECIPIENTS
Please return your trophies to Warren for the 2021 Nationals.
If you are unable to attend, please have someone
attending bring your trophy. Or mail your trophy to:
Warren County Chamber of Business and Industry
308 Market St,
Warren, PA 16365
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2016 Nationals photo by Bill Amos
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USCA 2021 DELEGATES
OFFICERS, BOARD OF DIRECTORS, DELEGATES, & COMMITTEE CHAIRS
USCA Officers
Executive Committee
President & Chair:
Weston Willoughby
Vice President:
Teresa Stout
Secretary:
Barbara Bradley
Treasurer:
John Edwards
Executive Director
Vacant

Delegates
Organized State & Regional Divisions

John Finnen
18 Ayoub Rd, Pleasant Mt, PA 18453
570-903-6183; jfinnen17@gmail.com
Glen Green
312 Duff Ave, Wenonah, NJ 08090
856-468-0036; chairman@paddlesportsracing.org
Norm Ludwig
2006 West Side Road, Jersey Shore, PA 17740
570-865-6214; nludwig2006@comcast.net

Non-Organized Regional Divisions
East South Central Division (AL, KY, MS,
TN)
Fred Tuttle
2093 Alexandria Dr, Lexington, KY 40504
270-993-3999; doctuttle@hotmail.com
East North Central Division (IL, MI, WI)
Roxanne Barton
6201 23 1/2 Mile Rd , Homer, MI 49245
517-568-3702 bartonpigfarm@dmcibb.net
Derek Diget
131 S Berkley St, Kalamazoo, MI 49006
269-343-5150; usca@comp-u-port.net

Florida Division/USCA
Jennie Dudziak
7971 Ridge Rd, Weeki Wachee, FL 34613
352-587-4642; jennie.dudziak@gmail.com
Mark Nye
1574 Majestic View Ln, Fleming Island, FL 32003 Mountain Division
904-657-1466; mcnye@bellsouth.net
(AZ, CO, ID, MT, NM, NV, UT, WY)
Lynn Capen
Indiana Division/USCA
685 Sugarloaf Mountain Rd, Boulder, CO 80302
Steven Horney
303-444-0187; lynncapen@gmail.com
15806 Timber Willow Dr, Huntertown, IN 46748
260-452-6447; soarer_270@yahoo.com
New England Division
New York Division/USCA
Dave Donner
4883 Harlem Rd, Amherst, NY 14226
716-839-4307; revdonner@aol.com
Larry Liquori
79 Locust Drive, Kings Park, NY 11754
631-406-6918; lliquori@jacka-liquori.com
Phoebe Reese
254 East St, Oneonta, NY 13820
607-435-9921; pwfreese@gmail.com
Ohio Division/USCA
William (Bill) Corrigan
5888 E. Kemper Rd, Cincinnati, OH 45241
513-530-9249; wmcorrigan@fuse.net
Larry Latta
1188 Broken Bow Ct, Westerville, OH 43081
614-882-1519; latta1013@aol.com
Penn-Jersey Division/USCA
Charlie Bruno
2124 James Way, Saylorsburg, PA 18353
610-381-3780, Brunos@ptd.net

(CT, MA, ME, NH, RI, VT)
Patricia Heed
581 West Street, Keene, NH 03431
603-398-4945; trilon777@gmail.com
Paula Thiel
487 Wylie School Road, Voluntown, CT 06384
860-564-2443; prma1@comcast.net
Pacific Division (AK, CA, HI, OR, WA)
Morgan Brunstrom
3011 Bennett Dr, Bellingham WA 98225
360-756-1312; morgandbrunstrom@yahoo.com
South Atlantic Division
(DC, DE, GA, MD, NC, SC, VA, WV)
Lynne McDuffie
410 Cockman Rd, Robbins, NC 27325
910-783-5413; llmcduffie@gmail.com
William McDuffie
410 Cockman Rd, Robbins, NC 27325
910-948-3238; wlrmcduffie@gmail.com
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West North Central Division
(IA, KS, MN, MO, NE, ND, SD)
Doug Pennington
1735 County Rd 421, Poplar Bluff, MO 63901
573-785-0431; penncanoe@hotmail.com
Richard Hill
265 Ashford Place, Iowa City, IA 55545
319-331-7201; Richardlarae.hill@gmail.com
West South Central Division (AR, LA, OK,
TX)
Bob Spain
803 Arroweye Tr, Austin, TX 78733
512-296-5544; rws0987@yahoo.com
Don Walls
PO Box 11632, Russellville, AR 72812
479-858-8200; donwalls2@netzero.com

Non-US Regional Division
Joanna Faloon
9054 Golden Arrow, Largo, FL 33777
613-447-2655; scootergirl@rogers.com
Affiliated Club Delegates for 2021
Florida Competition Paddlers Association
Kathy Edwards; St. Petersburg, FL
727-459-6366; klpe86@outlook.com
Free Style Group
Elaine Mravetz; Sharon Center, OH
330-239-1725; rmravet@uakron.edu
Michigan Canoe Racing Association
Dan Medina; Homer, MI
989-239-8500; 9medina4@gmail.com
New England Canoe & Kayak Racing Assn
Priscilla Reinertsen; Contoocook, NH
603-746-6491; prtsen1@comcast.net
New York Paddlesport Racing Assn
Scott Stenberg; Moravia, NY
315-406-4692; owascolake@gmail.com
North Carolina Canoe Racing Association
Steve Rosenau; Mt. Holly, NC
704-483-4130; sar4130@gmail.com
Pennsylvania Assn of Canoeing and
Kayaking
Dale Glover; Montgomery, PA
570-547-2635; glover1093@msn.com
St Charles Canoe Club
Ben Josefik; Dwight, IL
815-674-7472; bjosefik@yahoo.com
Texas Canoe & Kayak Racing
Association
Joy Emshoff; Austin, TX
512-626-3741; jle4321@yahoo.com

Standing Committees for 2020
Adaptive Paddling – Jan Whitaker
Auditing – Steve Rosenau
Barton Award (Sub-ctee, Youth Activities)
- Phoebe Reese & Teresa Stout
Bylaws Review - Lynne McDuffie
Camaraderie – Open
Camping/Cruising - Bob Allen
Competition – Norm Ludwig
Competition / Dragon Boat - Robert
McNamara
Competition / Kayak – Ron Kaiser
Competition / Nationals Awards – Open
Competition / Orienteering – Stephen Miller
Competition / Outrigger Canoe – Steven
Horney
Competition / Adult Sprints – John Edwards
Competition / Youth Sprints - Open
Competition / Standup Paddleboard Lloyd Reeves
Conservation - TBD
Education - Lynne Witte
FreeStyle - Molly Gurien
Historian - Joan Theiss
Instructor Certification – Bob Spain &
Tave Lamperez
Insurance Oversight- Joan Theiss & Scott
Stenberg
International - John Edwards
Marketing – Earl Brimeyer
Membership – Lynne McDuffie
Merchandise Sales – Larry Latta
Nationals Coordinator— Lynne Witte
Nominating – TBD
Publications – Steven Horney
Publicity & PR – Open
Safety – Glen Green
Social Media - Larry Latta
Technical Inspection – Bill Corrigan
USCA Bylaws/Rules/Regulations Review
& Oversight – Joan Theiss
USCA/ IC F Grants – Priscilla Reinertsen
Youth Activities – Phoebe Reese & Teresa
Stout
Webmaster- Larry Latta
Women’s Interest – Teresa Stout
Special Appointments
USCA Marathon Coordinator to USACK
Marathon Committee -Kaitlyn McElroy

Business Affiliates
California River Quest
Emily Matthews; Burlingame, CA
emily@nolamarketing.com

Great Hollow Nature Preserve
John Foley; New Fairchild, CT
jfoley@greathollow.org
Housatonic Valley Association
Alison Dixon; Stockbridge, MA
adixon@hvatoday.org
Performance Kayak
Hansel Lucas; Naples, FL
hansellucas@gmail.com
River Advocates of
South Central CT
Mary Mushinsky; Wallingford, CT
marymuchinsky@att.net

Symmes Creek Restoration
Committee
Joseph Benning; Kitts Hill, OH
740-513-5627; josephbenning@yahoo.com
Texas Outrigger Canoe Club
Kristen Helm; Houston, TX
713-653-3901; krishelm@earthlink.net
Tour Du Tech, Inc.
Trey Snyder; St. Martinville, LA
treysnyder.cpa@gmail.com
Westfield River Watershed
Association
John Pelli; Westfield, MA
413-246-8420; jpelli@comcast.net

The Paddle Attic
Jeff Stephens; Winter Park, FL
jeff.stephens@cfl.rr.com
Western Penn Solo Canoe
Rendezvous
Bruce Kemp; Fenelton, PA
bckjal@yahoo.com
Yadkin Riverkeeper
Katie Wilder; Winston-Salem, NC
katiew@yadkinriverkeeper.org
Club Affiliates without a Delegate
Birch Hill Canoe Club
Charley Brackett; Fitzwilliam, NH
603-303-1396;
whitewaterwizard3@gmail.com
Bridges Athletic Club
Pamela Kuster; Worton, MD
410-708-8973; pamkuster1@gmail.com
Dayton Canoe Club
Richard Weber; Celina, OH
419-953-0020; rweber@bright.net
Friends of the Great Swamp
Loretta Wallace; Pawling, NY
845-270-0538; laurwally@aol.com
Lanier Canoe Kayak Club
James O’Dell; Gainesville, GA
770-287-7888; jim.odell@lckc.org
Paddling Anglers in Canoes & Kayaks
Chris Arceneaux; Kingwood, TX
832-216-2483; chrisarceneau@gmail.com
River City Paddlers
Joilynn Hollingsworth; Fair Oaks, CA
916-531-5967; joilynnz0222@gmail.com

2017 Nationals photo by
Richard Hodgkins
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CANOE NEWS ADVERTISING RATES
AD RATES, POLICY NOTICE, & PHOTO RELEASE

Advertisers: you can support the USCA and reach our demographic
with your ad in Canoe News magazine both in print and online!
Space Rates by Size per Issue:
Interior Ad
(B/W Print)
Quarter page:
Half page:
Full page:

$ 25
$ 50
$100

Inside Back Cover Ad
(Color Print)
N/A
$100
$150

Discount: 25% discount is available for ad space contracted
for 4 consecutive issues and paid in advance.
Formats suggested for artwork include: TIF, JPG, PDF, or PNG.
Send all advertising requests to:
Steven Horney
Editor, Canoe News
soarer_270@yahoo.com

USCA Policy Notice
Canoe News magazine is published for the benefit of the members of the United
States Canoe Association (USCA), a 501(c)(3 )organization. Canoe News
magazine reserves the right to refuse to publish anything it deems to be
inappropriate or in conflict with the purposes, goals, programs, or well-being
of the USCA.

Photo/Video Image Use
Consent and Release
Participation in or attendance at events sponsored by the USCA constitutes voluntary consent of the
participant or attendee to be photographed, filmed, or videotaped for use by the USCA in all media
venues, including the World Wide Web, without further notice or compensation.
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2018 Nationals photo by Bill Amos
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United States Canoe Association, Inc.
410 Cockman Rd,
Robbins, NC 27325

Join the USCA with your membership
today!
Join Now online at www.uscanoe.com
or use the application form in this issue.
Make check payable to USCA & mail to:

Lynne McDuffie, Membership Chair
410 Cockman Rd
Robbins, NC 27325
Phone: 910-783-5413
E-mail: llmcduffie@gmail.com
Change of: address, email, or phone number?
Contact: Lynne McDuffie

Keep the USCA growing!
Ask a friend to join or renew!
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